AGENDA
COLORADO SUPREME COURT
COMMITTEE ON THE
RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE
Friday, October 27, 2017, 1:30p.m.
Ralph L. Carr Colorado Judicial Center
2 E.14th Ave., Denver, CO 80203
Fourth Floor, Supreme Court Conference Room
I.
II.
III.

Call to order
Approval of September 29, 2017 minutes [Page 1 to 4]
Announcements from the Chair
Formation of C.R.C.P. 79 and 379 subcommittee—Judge Webb to chair

IV.

Business
A. Judicial Department Forms (JDF)—(Judge Berger and Steven Vasconcellos) [Page 5 to
8]
1. Background—Lockdown of forms by SCAO and direction from Chief Justice’s office
to countermand that action
2. Addition of copyright notice on some forms—Sample form—Writ of continuing
garnishment, JDF 26
3. Addition of check boxes on some forms requiring filer to state whether text of form
has been modified and copyright notice removed
4. Objections to check boxes—Email from Jacque Machol Jr.
5. Role of Committee regarding civil forms
B. County Court jurisdiction (Chief Judge Davidson) [Page 9 to 13]—Request by Supreme
Court for Committee to take a final look at the proposed county court jurisdiction limit of
$35,000 with an emphasis on whether this proposal (which has also been approved by the
Court Services Committee), coupled with prior amendments to C.R.C.P. 16 and proposed
amendments to C.R.C.P. 16.1, work together as a package. No public hearing.
C. C.R.C.P. 16.1 (Richard Holme) [Page 14 to 24]— Proposed response to Supreme Court
to comments and objections to the proposed rule changes by the Colorado Defense
Lawyers Association; Dick Holme’s markup of CDLA letter.
D. Letter stating Richard Holme’s concerns about the Supreme Court’s decision in Catholic
Health Initiatives Colorado v. Eric Swensson Assoc’s, Inc., 2017 CO 94 (October 2,
2017). [Page 25 to 43]

E. C.R.C.P. 6 & 59 (Judge Jones)—Approval of final language proposed by
subcommittee—approved in principle by a divided vote at September 2017 meeting
[Page 44 to 51]
F. C.R.C.P. 26—(Damon Davis & Richard Holme) [Page 52 to 56]
G. C.R.C.P. 107—(Lisa Hamilton-Fieldman)

V.
VI.

New Business
Adjourn—Next meeting (last meeting in 2017) is November 17, 2017 at 1:30pm

Michael H. Berger, Chair
michael.berger@judicial.state.co.us
720 625-5231

Jenny Moore
Rules Attorney
Colorado Supreme Court
jenny.moore@judicial.state.co.us
720-625-5105

Conference Call Information:
Dial (720) 625-5050 (local) or 1-888-604-0017 (toll free) and enter the access code, 73665959,
followed by # key.

Colorado Supreme Court Advisory Committee on the Rules of Civil Procedure
September 29, 2017 Minutes
A quorum being present, the Colorado Supreme Court Advisory Committee on Rules of Civil Procedure
was called to order by Judge Michael Berger at 12:00 p.m., in the Supreme Court Conference Room on
the fourth floor of the Ralph L. Carr Colorado Judicial Center. Members present or excused from the
meeting were:
Name
Present
Excused
Judge Michael Berger, Chair
X
Chief Judge (Ret.) Janice Davidson
X
Damon Davis
X
David R. DeMuro
X
Judge J. Eric Elliff
X
Judge Adam Espinosa
X
Judge Fred Gannett
X
Peter Goldstein
X
Lisa Hamilton-Fieldman
X
Richard P. Holme
X
Judge Jerry N. Jones
X
Judge Thomas K. Kane
X
Cheryl Layne
X
John Lebsack
X
Judge Cathy Lemon
X
Bradley A. Levin
X
David C. Little
X
Chief Judge Alan Loeb
X
Professor Christopher B. Mueller
X
Gordon “Skip” Netzorg
X
Brent Owen
X
Judge Sabino Romano
X
Stephanie Scoville
X
Lee N. Sternal
X
Magistrate Marianne Tims
X
Jose L. Vasquez
X
Ben Vinci
X
Judge John R. Webb
X
J. Gregory Whitehair
X
Judge Christopher Zenisek
X
Non-voting Participants
Justice Allison Eid, Liaison
X
Jeannette Kornreich
X
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I.

Attachments & Handouts
September 29, 2017 agenda packet

II.

Announcements from the Chair
• The June 23, 2017 minutes were approved as submitted;
• Justice Eid has been nominated to the 10th Circuit Court of Appeals; she had her
hearing before the Senate Judiciary Committee last week. It has some consequence
here, because she is the committee’s liaison justice. If Justice Eid leaves, Justice
Gabriel is her successor;
• Last year, in conjunction with Rule 16.1, the committee recommended a county court
jurisdictional increase. Many people were upset, because there were concerns that a
jurisdictional increase and the proposed amendments to Rule 16.1 may substantially
increase county court filings. The Chief Justice referred the proposed jurisdictional
increase to Court Services, a group at SCAO who work in resource allocation. Judge
Berger presented to the Court Services Committee this summer, and they voted to
approve the Civil Rules Committee’s proposal. In conjunction with the proposed
increase, the court has asked the Civil Rules Committee to take a final look at Rule
16.1 to make sure it and the proposed jurisdictional increase fit together. As a
reminder, Rule 16.1 was posted for public comment, and the court received one
comment from CDLA. Richard Holme has drafted a response, which will be
circulated with the October meeting materials. The committee will take a final vote
on Rule 16.1 at the next meeting; and
• Many members’ terms expire on December 31, so please email Judge Berger if you’d
like to renew. Renewal terms this year and next year may be a little longer than the
usual 3 years to get all members on the same renewal schedule.

III.

Business

A. C.R.C.P. 57(j)
Stephanie Scoville stated she reviewed Rule 57(j) as it relates to section 13-51-115,
C.R.S., and the proposed amendments are clarifying: the title of subsection (j) has been
amended to reflect that it refers to municipal ordinances and state statute challenges; and
the text of subsection (j) has been modified to clarify that a party must give notice to the
municipality, if challenging a municipal ordinance, or to the state and the attorney
general’s office, if challenging a state statute, not the court.
The committee asked, if Rule 57(j) is amended as recommended, would the committee
need to make an amendment to Rule 121 § 1-15, alerting practitioners to the requirement
to serve a municipality or the state. Some members thought Rule 121 § 1-15 should be
amended to provide notice, while others thought that because Rule 57 only applies to
declaratory judgments, the notification in subsection (j) was sufficient. After discussion,
there was a motion to adopt the rule as amended and make no amendment to Rule 121 §
1-15. The motion passed 12:9.
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B. C.R.C.P. 58 & 59
Judge Jones began and reminded the committee that he brought this based on his
experience on a motions division. There, the parties involved lost the ability to file under
Rule 59, because the court didn’t immediately serve them under Rule 58. A
subcommittee was formed and issues expanded. The subcommittee achieved consensus
on one thing: it agreed not to change Rule 58. However, there was substantial
disagreement about Rules 6 & 59 and two extremes emerged, do nothing or adopt the
approach in the federal rules. The subcommittee would like the committee to weigh-in,
because it doesn’t have a recommendation.
Extending the time to file in Rule 59 from 14 to 28 days was met with approval by some
members; others thought a change to 28 days would be inconsistent with other state court
time frames, and may lead to additional timing changes in other rules. Some members
thought nothing should be done, because issues surrounding these rules could be solved
by other means, such as training. Also, there were many different recommendations about
how the last clause of Rule 6(b)(2) could be amended.
There seemed to be a slight preference for what the what the committee was describing as
the “federal option”, where the last clause of Rule 6(b)(2) would be struck or amended
and the timing in Rule 59(a) would be changed from 14 to 28 days. The committee took a
straw vote on the “federal option” that passed 13:11. The subcommittee will draft and
present specific language for the committee to consider at the next meeting, where a final
vote will be taken.
C. C.R.C.P. 80
Judge Espinosa stated that the rule had been generally updated, but the major revision
was in subsection (a) where the rule was made discretionary, not mandatory. A member
asked if the subcommittee had considered repealing the rule and citing to CJD 05-03,
because it covers most, if not all, issues related to court reporters. Another member stated
that having two sources of authority on the same topic, a CJD and a court rule, could be
problematic. The subcommittee stated it had discussed many alternatives and it believed
keeping the rule was the best option. It provided trial court judges with another source of
authority to cite if they wanted to ask their chief judge for a court reporter, and if the CJD
was ever dramatically modified or repealed, the court rule would still be operational.
Next, the quality of an electronic record versus transcripts created by a court reporter was
discussed. The audio quality of an electronic record can be poor; also, there are instances
where someone forgets to turn on the machine or the machine malfunctions and doesn’t
record. Alternatively, a transcript is only as good as its court reporter, and court reporters
are expensive and hard to get, especially in rural districts. The committee generally
agreed that Rule 80 describes a state that doesn’t exist, and in most civil trials, the party
that wants a court reporter must pay for it. A motion was made to repeal Rule 80 and add
a comment stating that the rule has been repealed and see CJD 05-03 for issues relating to
court reporters. The motion passed 12:4. The subcommittee will draft comment language.
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D. C.R.C.P. 26
Tabled to the October 27, 2017 meeting.
E. C.R.C.P. 69
Tabled to the October 27, 2017 meeting.
F. C.R.C.P. 79 & 379
Cheryl Layne began and stated that clerks of court from around the state had met and
revised Rules 79 & 379. The rules had been modernized to reflect current court practice
and to repeal out-of-date sections. A member asked if a signed written judgment is
actually entered into the courts’ computer systems. Ms. Layne explained that an order is
signed and entered, but it may be a signed paper order or it may be an electronically
signed electronic order. There were many questions about the process by which
judgement is entered, and discussion turned to Casper v. Guarantee Trust Life Insurance
Company, 2016 COA 167. In Casper, the trial court entered an oral order, and plaintiff
died before the court had reduced its oral order into a written judgment; certiorari has
been granted on three issues. Based on discussion, the committee decided to have a
subcommittee broadly look at issues surrounding the proposal.
G. C.R.C.P. 107
Subcommittee chair, Lisa Hamilton-Fieldman, asked for clarification on the scope of the
subcommittee’s mandate. She reviewed the letter asking the committee to consider
amending the rule so an award of attorney fees would be available to the prevailing party.
Ms. Hamilton-Fieldman asked if the committee wanted the subcommittee to address the
issue raised in the letter or should the rule receive broader study. The committee advised
the subcommittee to make broad or narrow recommendations, whatever it thinks is best.
Also, Judge Berger recommended the subcommittee consult with Judge Ray Satter, who
has written extensively about contempt.
H. New business
A member asked the committee if there was any interest in discussing why
“interrogatories” aren’t referred to as “questions.” The committee discussed this last fall
when Rule 33 and Form 20, Pattern Interrogatories, were amended. At that time, the
committee decided to keep using the word “interrogatories.” The committee had no
interest in discussing this again, and it was tabled.
IV.

Future Meeting
October 27, 2017

The Committee adjourned at 2:00 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Jenny A. Moore
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From: Ben Vinci [mailto:ben@vincilaw.com]
Sent: Wednesday, September 27, 2017 10:16 AM
To: berger, michael <michael.berger@judicial.state.co.us>; 'Claire.Walker@judicial.state.co.us'
Subject: JDF Forms
Judge Berger and Claire
The new JDF forms have this check box now regarding the copyright use or non-use. I have no idea what
the purpose is and how it was added. These forms have been around since at least 1989 and I don’t
know what would have prompted this change. I do not recall this ever going through the committee
and it is causing a lot of confusion. Can you find out any information as who did this and what purpose
it serves?
LICENSED IN COLORADO, NEBRASKA, WYOMING AND UTAH.
Ben Vinci
Vinci Law Office, LLC
Attorney at Law
2250 South Oneida St. Suite 303
Denver, Co 80224
303 872-1898
ben@vincilaw.com
Follow us on Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter!
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From: Jacques Machol Jr. [mailto:Jacques.MacholJr@mjfirm.com]
Sent: Thursday, October 12, 2017 3:09 PM
To: berger, michael
Cc: Jonathan A. Hagn; Jonathan Steiner; 'Ben Vinci'; Randall D Johannes
Subject: New copyright box check off requirements

Your Honor, respectfully it is requested that you use your influence to remove the
requirements placed on every court form above the signature block requiring attorneys
to check one of the two boxes to indicate that one is using a form without modification;
or, if one is using a form that was modified that they have removed the JDF number and
copyright at the bottom of the form.
In your response to Attorney Ben Vinci, you indicated that you thought that it was
proper to have some indication that the preprinted forms had been modified. I would
like to point out that in the Introductory Statement to the court forms as number 1 is:
“The following forms are intended for illustration only.” Thus, it is clear that either the
forms are intended to be used “as is” or are actually expected to be modified. The
recipient of any form as filed with the court, whether it be the clerk or the judge or an
attorney, should read the form carefully as filed and it should make no difference and
be no need to alert the recipient that the filed form had been modified.
Further, to create language on a form that requires clerks to take additional time and
effort to determine whether that form as filed should be rejected because it doesn’t
comply with the approved form is not efficient. With regard to garnishments, in 2016
there were 93,905 Writs of Garnishment filed and a similar number of writs will be filed
annually. It would put a substantial burden on the clerks of the courts to examine each
writ as filed to see if one of two boxes above the signature block were properly checked.
Since it is believed that 95% of the writs of garnishment as now being filed are modified,
putting the two blocks for checkoff on the Writs of Garnishment is wasted effort and
would serve no purpose other than to take a court clerk’s time to additionally review
the filed writ.
As to the issue of the copyright, it appears that someone believes that putting a
copyright notation at the bottom of each of the court forms magically enhances the
form just as in the past putting a gold notary seal by the notary signature made the form
official. What department is going to enforce some alleged infringement of a court form
simply because it had a copyright notation at the bottom? The copyright notation is
useless as the forms are only for use with the Colorado courts and certainly no other
state is going to take any of the Colorado forms to use for its own purpose and thus
infringe a copyrighted Colorado form.
It is certainly inappropriate that the Probate Committee be empowered to make a
requirement for all court forms without that requirement being processed through the
Rules Committee. Even though this activity was approved by Chief Justice Rice, it
doesn’t mean that it was properly presented and properly thought out. Thus, this
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spurious format should be reconsidered immediately and canceled as quickly as
possible. If there is some rational reason for the Probate Committee to have the notice
of modification on the probate forms, then that format as relates to Probate should go
through the Rules Committee and not circumvent the Rules Committee and require all
court forms to be subject to a similar requirement that is not necessary.
Please take such action as you can to reverse the activity of putting the two blocks
relating to modification on each Colorado court form.
Thank you very much for your thoughtful consideration,
Respectfully,

Jacques Machol Jr. | Attorney

Machol & Johannes, LLC • Offices in CO, WA, NM, OR, WY, ID, UT and OK
700 17th Street • Suite 200 • Denver, CO 80202-3502
Main: 303.830.0075 x102 • Fax: 303.830.0047
Direct: 303.539.3163 • Email: Jacques.MacholJr@mjfirm.com
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Rule 16.1. Simplified Procedure for Civil Actions
(a) Purpose and Summary of Simplified Procedure.
(1) Purpose of Simplified Procedure. The purpose of this rule, which establishes Simplified
Procedure, is to provide maximum access to the district courts in civil actions; to enhance the
provision of just, speedy, and inexpensive determination of civil actions; to provide the earliest
practicalallow earlier trials; and to limit discovery and its attendant expense.
(2) Summary of Simplified Procedure. Under this Rule, Simplified Procedure generally applies
to all civil actions, whether for monetary damages or any other form of relief unless expressly
excluded by this Rule or the pleadings, or unless a party timely and properly elects to be
excluded from its provisions. This Rule normally limits the maximum allowable monetary
judgment to $100,000 against any one party. This Rule requires early, full disclosure of persons,
documents, damages, insurance and experts, and early, detailed disclosure of witnesses'
testimony, whose direct trial testimony is then generally limited to that which has been disclosed.
Normally, no depositions, interrogatories, document requests or requests for admission are
allowed, although examination under C.R.C.P. 34(a)(2) and 35 is permitted.
(b) Actions Subject to Simplified Procedure. This Rule Simplified Procedure applies to all
civil actions other than:
(1) civil actions that are class actions, domestic relations, juvenile, mental health, probate,
water law, forcible entry and detainer, C.R.C.P. 106 and 120, or other similar expedited
proceedings, unless otherwise stipulated by the parties; or
(2) civil actions in which any one party seeks a monetary judgment from any other party of
more than $100,000, exclusive of reasonable allowable attorney fees, interest and costs., as
shown by a statement on the Civil Cover Sheet by the party’s attorney or, if unrepresented,
by the party, that “In compliance with C.R.C.P. 11, based upon information reasonably
available to me at this time, I certify that the value of this party’s claims against one of the
other parties is reasonably believed to exceed $100,000.”
(3)(c) Civil Cover Sheet. Each pleading containing an initial claim for relief in a civil action,
other than aclass actions, domestic relations, probate, water, juvenile, or mental health action,,
probate, water law, forcible entry and detainer, C.R.C.P. 106 and 120 shall be accompanied at
the time of filing by a completed Civil Cover Sheet in the form and content of Appendix to
Chapters 1 to 17A, Form 1.2 (JDF 601), at the time of filing.). Failure to file the cover
sheetCivil Cover Sheet shall not be considered a jurisdictional defect in the pleading but may
result in a clerk'sclerk’s show cause order requiring its filing.
(c) Limitations on Damages. In cases subject to this Rule, a claimant's right to a monetary
judgment against any one party shall be limited to a maximum of $100,000, including any
attorney fees, penalties or punitive damages, but excluding interest and costs. The $100,000
limitation shall not restrict an award of non-monetary relief. The jury shall not be informed of
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the $100,000 limitation. If the jury returns a verdict for damages in excess of $100,000, the trial
court shall reduce the verdict to $100,000.
(d) ElectionMotion for Exclusion from This Rule. This RuleSimplified Procedure. Simplified
Procedure shall apply unless, no later than 3542 days after the case is at issue as defined in
C.R.C.P. 16(b)(1), any party files a written noticemotion, signed by both the party and its
counsel, if any, stating that the party elects to be excludedestablishing good cause to exclude the
case from the application of Simplified Procedure, set forth in this rule 16..
(1). The use of a “Notice to Elect Exclusion From Good cause shall be established and the
motion shall be granted if a defending party files a statement by its attorney or, if
unrepresented, by the party, that “In compliance with C.R.C.P. 16.1 Simplified Procedure” in
the form and content of Appendix to Chapters 1 to 17, Form 1.3 (JDF 602), shall comply
with this section. In the event a notice11, based upon information reasonably available to me
at this time, I certify that the value of this party’s claims against one of the other parties is
filed, C.R.C.P. 16 shall governreasonably believed to exceed $100,000” or
(2) The trial court, in its discretion, may determine other good cause for exclusion,
considering factors such as the complexity of the case, the actionimportance of the issues at
stake, the parties’ relative access to relevant information, the parties’ resources, the
importance of discovery in resolving the issues, and whether the burden or expense of
proposed discovery outweighs its likely benefit.
(e) Election for Inclusion Under Thisthis Rule. In actions excluded from Simplified Procedure
by subsection (b)(2) of this Rule,), within 4942 days after the case is at issue, as defined in
C.R.C.P. 16(b)(1), the parties may file a stipulation to be governed by this Rule. In such event,
they will not be bound by the $100,000 limitation on judgments contained in section (c) of this
Rule.
(f) Case Management Orders. In actions subject to Simplified Procedure pursuant to this Rule,
the presumptive case management order requirements of C.R.C.P. 16(b)(1), (2), (3),) and (7)
shall apply, except that preparing and filing a Proposed Case Management Order is not required.
(g) Trial Setting. No later than 42 days after the case is at issue, the responsible attorney shall
set the case for trial pursuant to C.R.C.P. 121, section 1-6, unless otherwise ordered by the court.
(h) Certificate of Compliance. No later than 49 days after the case is at issue, the responsible
attorney shall also file a Certificate of Compliance stating that the parties have complied with all
the requirements of sections (f), (g) and (k)(1) of this Rule or, if theythe parties have not
complied with each requirement, shall identify the requirements which have not been fulfilled
and set forth any reasons for the failure to comply.
(i) Expedited Trials. Trial settings, motions and trials in actions subject to Simplified Procedure
under this Rule should be given early trial settings, hearings on motions and trials., if possible.
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(j) Case Management Conference. If any party believes that it would be helpful to conduct a
case management conference, a notice to set a case management conference shall be filed stating
the reasons why such a conference is requested. If any party is unrepresented or if the court
determines that such a conference should be held, the court shall set a case management
conference. The conference may be conducted by telephone.
(k) Simplified Procedure. Cases subject to Simplified Procedure means that the action shall not
be subject to C.R.C.P. 16, 26-27, 31, 33, 34(a)(1), 34(c) and 36, unless otherwise specifically
provided in this Rule, and shall be subject to the following requirements:
(1) Required Disclosures.
(A) Disclosures in All Cases. Each party shall make disclosures pursuant to C.R.C.P.
26(a)(1), 26(a)(4), 26(b)(5), 26(c), 26(e) and 26(g),) no later than 3528 days after the case
is at issue as defined in C.R.C.P. 16(b)(1). In addition to the requirements of C.R.C.P.
26(g), the disclosing party shall sign all disclosures under oath.
(B) Additional Disclosures in Certain Actions. Even if not otherwise required under
subsection (A), matters to be disclosed pursuant to this Rule shall also include, but are
not limited to, the following:
(i) Personal Injury Actions. In actions claiming damages for personal or emotional
injuries, the claimant shall disclose the names and addresses of all doctors, hospitals,
clinics, pharmacies and other health care providers utilized by the claimant within
five years prior to the date of injury who or which provided services which are related
to the injuries and damages claimed, and shall produce all records from those
providers or written waivers allowing the opposing party to obtain those records,
subject to appropriate protective provisions authorized byobtained pursuant to
C.R.C.P. 26(c). The claimant shall also produce transcripts or tapes of recorded
statements, documents, photographs, and video and other recorded images that
address the facts of the case or the injuries sustained. The defending party shall
disclose transcripts or tapes of recorded statements, any insurance company claims
memos or documents, photographs, and video and other recorded images that address
the facts of the case, the injuries sustained, or affirmative defenses. A party need not
produce those specific records for which the party, after consultation pursuant to
C.R.C.P. 26(c), timely moves for a protective order from the court;.
(ii) Employment Actions. In actions seeking damages for loss of employment, the
claimant shall disclose the names and addresses of all persons by whom the claimant
has been employed for the ten years prior to the date of disclosure, and shall produce
all documents which reflect or reference claimant'sthe claimant’s efforts to find
employment since the claimant'sclaimant’s departure from the defending party, and
written waivers allowing the opposingdefending party to obtain the
claimant'sclaimant’s personnel files and payment histories from each employer,
except with respect to those records for which the claimant, after consultation
pursuant to C.R.C.P. 26(c), timely moves for a protective order from the court. The
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defending party shall produce the claimant'sclaimant’s personnel file and applicable
personnel policies and employee handbooks;.
(iii) Requested Disclosures. Before or after the initial disclosures, any party may
make a written designation of specific information and documentation that party
believes should be disclosed pursuant to C.R.C.P. 26(a)(1). The other party shall
provide a response and any agreed upon disclosures within 21 days of the request or
at the time of initial disclosures, whichever is later. If any party believes the responses
or disclosures are inadequate, it may seek relief pursuant to C.R.C.P. 37.
(C) Document Disclosure. Documents and other evidentiary materials disclosed
pursuant to C.R.C.P. 26(a)(1) and 16.1(k)(1)(B) and 26(a)(1) shall be made immediately
available for inspection and copying to the extent not privileged or protected from
disclosure.
(2) Disclosure of Expert Witnesses. The provisions of C.R.C.P. 26(a)(2)(A) and (B),
26(a)(4), 26(a)(6b)(4), 26(b)(5), 26(c), 26(e) and 26(g) shall apply to disclosure forof expert
witnesses. Written disclosures of experts shall be served by parties asserting claims 91 days
(13 weeks) before trial; by parties defending against claims 5663 days (89 weeks) before
trial; and parties asserting claims shall serve written disclosures for any rebuttal experts 35
days before trial49 days before trial. The parties shall be limited to one expert witness per
side retained pursuant to C.R.C.P. 26(a)(2)(B)(I), unless the trial court authorizes more for
good cause shown.
(3) Mandatory Disclosure of Non-expert Trial Testimony. Each party shall serve written
disclosure statements identifying the name, address, telephone number, and a detailed
statement of the expected testimony for each witness the party intends to call at trial whose
deposition has not been taken, and for whom expert reports pursuant to subparagraph (k)(2)
of this Rule have not been provided. For adverse partyparties or hostile witnesses a party
intends to call at trial, written disclosure of the expected subject matters of the
witness'switness’ testimony, rather than a detailed statement of the expected testimony, shall
be sufficient. Written disclosure shall be served by parties asserting claims 91 days (13
weeks) before trial; by parties defending against claims 5663 days (89 weeks) before trial;
and parties asserting claims shall serve written disclosures for any rebuttal witnesses 3549
days before trial.
(4) Permitted Discovery. The following discovery is permitted, to the extent allowed by
C.R.C.P. 26(b)(1):
(A) Each party may take a combined total of not more than six hours of depositions
noticed by the party;
(B) Not more than five requests for production of documents may be served by each
party; and
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(C) The parties may request discovery pursuant to C.R.C.P. 34(a)(2) (inspection of
property) and C.R.C.P. 35 (medical examinations).
(5) Depositions of Witnesses in Lieu of for Obtaining Documents and for Trial
Testimony.. In addition to depositions allowed under subsection (k)(4)(A) of this Rule:
(A) Depositions may be taken for the sole purpose of obtaining and authenticating
documents from a non-party; and
(B) A party who intends to offer the testimony of an expert or other witness may,
pursuant to C.R.C.P. 30(b)(1)-(4) and (7), take the deposition of that witness for the
purpose of preserving the witness'witness’ testimony for use at trial. Such without being
subject to the six-hour limit on depositions in subsection (k)(4)(A) of this Rule. Unless
authorized by the court or stipulated to by the parties, such a deposition shall be taken at
least 721 days before trial. In that event, any party may offer admissible portions of the
witness'witness’ deposition, including any cross-examination during the deposition,
without a showing of the witness'witness’ unavailability. Any witness who has been so
deposed may not be offered as a witness to present live testimony at trial by the party
taking the preservation deposition.
(5) Depositions for Obtaining Documents. Depositions also may be taken for the sole purpose of
obtaining and authenticating documents from a non-party.

(6) Trial Exhibits. All exhibits to be used at trial which are in the possession, custody or
control of the parties shall be identified and exchanged by the parties at least 35 days before
trial. Authenticity of all identified and exchanged exhibits shall be deemed admitted unless
objected to in writing within 14 days after receipt of the exhibits. Documents in the
possession, custody and control of third persons that have not been obtained by the
identifying party pursuant to document deposition or otherwise, to the extent possible, shall
be identified 35 days before trial and objections to the authenticity of those documents may
be made at any time prior to their admission into evidence.
(7) Limitations on Witnesses and Exhibits at Trial. In addition to the sanctions under
C.R.C.P. 37(c), witnesses and expert witnesses whose depositions have not been taken shall
be limited to testifying on direct examination about matters disclosed in reasonable detail in
the written disclosures, provided, however, that adverse parties and hostile witnesses shall be
limited to testifying on direct examination to the subject matters disclosed pursuant to
subparagraph (k)(3) of this Rule. However, a party may call witnesses for whom written
disclosures were not previously made for the purpose of authenticating exhibits if the
opposing party made a timely objection to the authenticity of such exhibits. specifying the
factual issues concerning the authenticity of the exhibits.
(8) Juror Notebooks and Jury Instructions. Counsel for each party shall confer about
items to be included in juror notebooks as set forth in C.R.C.P. 47(t). At the beginning of
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trial or at such other date set by the court, the parties shall make a joint submission to the
court of items to be included in the juror notebook. Jury instructions and verdict forms shall
be prepared pursuant to C.R.C.P. 16(g).
(9) Voluntary Discovery. In addition to the disclosures required by this Rule, voluntary
discovery may be conducted as agreed to by all the parties. However, the scheduling of such
voluntary discovery may not serve as the basis for a continuance of the trial, and the costs of
such discovery shall not be deemed to be actual costs recoverable at the conclusion of the action.
Disputes relating to such agreed discovery may not be the subject of motions to the court. If a
voluntary deposition is taken, such deposition shall not preclude the calling of the deponent as a
witness at trial.
(l) Changed Circumstances. In a case governed by this Ruleunder Simplified Procedure, any
time prior to trial, upon a specific showing of substantially changed circumstances sufficient to
render the application of Simplified Procedure under this Rule unfair and a showing of good
cause for the timing of the motion to terminate, the court shall terminate application of this Rule
and enter such orders as are appropriate under the circumstancesSimplified Procedure and enter
such orders as are appropriate under the circumstances. Except in cases under subsection (e) of
this Rule, if, more than 42 days after the case is at issue, any party discloses damages against
another party in excess of $100,000 – including actual damages, penalties and punitive damages,
but excluding allowable attorney fees, interest and costs – that defending party may move to
have the case removed from Simplified Procedure and the motion shall be granted unless the
claiming party stipulates to a limitation of damages against the defending party, excluding
allowable attorney fees, interest and costs, of $100,000. The stipulation must be signed by the
claiming party and, if the claiming party is represented, by the claiming party’s attorney.

COMMENTS
2017
[1]

Rule 16.1, which established Simplified Procedure, took effect in 2004 to enhance the
application of Rule 1’s admonition that the civil rules be interpreted to provide just,
speedy, and inexpensive determination of cases and to increase access to the courts and
justice system, particularly for cases seeking damages of less than $100,000. As
originally established, the application of Simplified Procedure was completely voluntary
and parties could opt out without stating any reason or justification. A substantial
majority of cases opted out of Simplified Procedure, minimizing its ability to advance its
important justification and goals. However, lawyers and judges who have used
Simplified Procedure strongly approve of it. See Gerety, “Simplified Pretrial Procedure
in the Real World Under C.R.C.P. 16.1”, 40 The Colorado Lawyer 23, 25 (April 2011).

[2]

As a result, several significant revisions have been made to Rule 16.1. First, with the
exception of several unique forms of civil actions, Simplified Procedure applies
presumptively to all civil lawsuits.
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[3]

Excluded from Simplified Procedure are cases seeking damages from any single
defending party of at least $100,000 (not including reasonable allowable attorney fees,
interest and costs). This exclusion can be met in the mandated Civil Cover Sheet to be
filed in all applicable civil cases if the attorney or unrepresented party executes a
certification in the Cover Sheet as set forth in Rule 16.1(b)(2). This certification allows a
party or the party’s attorney to reasonably estimate the value of the case, but always
subject to the requirements of Rule 11.

[4]

Cases can also be exempted after the case is in progress if one of the parties discovers
that the claimant’s damages may exceed $100,000 and requests transfer of the case out of
Simplified Procedure.

[5]

Trial courts may exclude cases from Rule 16.1 even though the claims do not seek money
damages reaching the $100,000 threshold after consideration of the factors contained in
Rule 16.1(d)(2). Thus, cases with small or even no monetary damages that challenge the
constitutionality of laws or procedures, seek declaratory judgments or injunctions, or
raise other important and complex legal issues may be excluded from Simplified
Procedure.

[6]

Another important change in Simplified Procedure is that the previous cap on damage
awards of $100,000 in Simplified Procedure cases has been removed.

[7]

Simplified Procedure now requires disclosures of persons, documents, damages and
insurance under Rule 26 and disclosure of proposed testimony from witnesses and
experts. It also allows up to 6 hours of depositions per party and, if needed, additional
preservation depositions; up to five requests for production of documents; inspection of
property and things; and relevant medical examinations.

[8]

Because of the limited discovery, it is particularly important to the just resolution of cases
under Simplified Procedure, that parties honor the requirements and spirit of full
disclosure. Parties should expect courts to enforce disclosure requirements and impose
sanctions for the failure to comply with the mandate to provide full disclosures.
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FORM 1.2. DISTRICT COURT CIVIL (CV) CASE COVER SHEET FOR INITIAL
PLEADING OF COMPLAINT, COUNTERCLAIM, CROSS-CLAIM OR THIRD PARTY
COMPLAINT AND JURY DEMAND
District Court ________________________ County, Colorado
Court Address:
_____________________________________________________
Plaintiff(s):
v.
Defendant(s):

 COURT USE ONLY 

Attorney or Party Without Attorney (Name and Address):
Phone Number:
FAX Number:

Case Number:

E-mail:
Atty. Reg. #:

DISTRICT COURT CIVIL (CV) CASE COVER SHEET FOR INITIAL PLEADING OF
F
Division
Courtroom
COMPLAINT,
E-mail:
COUNTERCLAIM, CROSS-CLAIM OR THIRD PARTY COMPLAINT
FAX Number:
Atty. Reg.
#: JURY DEMAND
AND
1. This cover sheet shall be filed with eachthe initial pleading containing an initial claim for relief
of a complaint, counterclaim, cross-claim or third party complaint in every district court civil
(CV) case. and shall be served on all parties along with the pleading It shall not be filed in
Domestic Relations (DR), Probate (PR), Water (CW), Juvenile (JA, JR, JD, JV), or Mental
Health (MH) cases. Failure to file this cover sheet is not a jurisdictional defect in the pleading
by may result in a clerk’s show cause order requiring its filing.
2. Simplified Procedure under C.R.C.P. 16.1 applies to this case unless (check one box below if
this party asserts that C.R.C.P. 16.1 does not apply):
This is a class action, forcible entry and detainer, Rule 106, Rule 120, or other similar
expedited proceeding, or
This party is seeking a monetary judgment against another party for more than
$100,000.00, including any penalties or punitive damages, but excluding attorney fees,
interest and costs, as supported by the following certification:
By my signature below and in compliance with C.R.C.P. 11, based upon information reasonably
available to me at this time, I certify that the value of this party’s claims against one of the other
parties is reasonably believed to exceed $100,000.”
Or
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Another party has previously filed a cover sheet stating that C.R.C.P. 16.1 does not apply
to this case.
Check one of the following:
- The case is not a class action, domestic relations case, juvenile case, mental health case,
probate case, water law case, forcible entry and detainer, C.R.C.P. 106, C.R.C.P. 120,
or other similar expedited proceeding; AND
- A monetary judgment over $100,000 is not sought by any party against any other single
party. This amount includes attorney fees, penalties, and punitive damages; it excludes
interest and costs, as well as the value of any equitable relief sought.

domestic relations case, juvenile case, mental health case,
probate case, water law case, forcible entry and detainer, C.R.C.P. 106, C.R.C.P. 120, or
other similar expedited proceeding.
other single
party. This amount includes attorney fees, penalties, and punitive damages; it excludes
interest and costs, as well as the value of any equitable relief sought.
d
procedure under C.R.C.P. 16.1 does not apply to the case.
NOTE: In any case to which C.R.C.P. 16.1 does not apply, the parties may elect to use the
simplified procedure by separately filing a Stipulation to be governed by the rule within 49
days of the at-issue date. See C.R.C.P. 16.1(e). In any case to which C.R.C.P. 16.1 applies, the
parties may opt out of the rule by separately filing a Notice to Elect Exclusion (JDF 602) within
35 days of the at-issue date. See C.R.C.P. 16.1(d).
tice with respect to C.R.C.P. 16.1 has been separately filed with the Court,
indicating:

3.

This party makes a Jury Demand at this time and pays the requisite fee. See C.R.C.P. 38.
(Checking this box is optional.)

Date: ________________

_________________________________________
Signature of Party or Attorney for Party

NOTICE
This cover sheet must be served on all other parties along with the initial pleading of a
complaint, counterclaim, cross-claim, or third party complaint.
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Opinions of the Colorado Supreme Court are available to the
public and can be accessed through the Judicial Branch’s homepage at
http://www.courts.state.co.us. Opinions are also posted on the
Colorado Bar Association’s homepage at http://www.cobar.org.
ADVANCE SHEET HEADNOTE
October 2, 2017
2017 CO 94
No. 17SA62, Catholic Health v. Swensson—Expert Testimony—Discovery Sanctions.
In this case, the supreme court considers whether an amendment to Colorado
Rule of Civil Procedure 26(a)(2)(B) providing that expert testimony “shall be limited to
matters disclosed in detail in the [expert] report,” mandates the exclusion of expert
testimony as a sanction when the underlying report fails to meet the requirements of
Rule 26. The court concludes this amendment did not create mandatory exclusion of
expert testimony and that instead, the harm and proportionality analysis under
Colorado Rule of Civil Procedure 37(c) remains the proper framework for determining
sanctions for discovery violations. Accordingly, the court makes its rule to show cause
absolute and remands for further proceedings.
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¶1

In 2015, this court amended Colorado Rule of Civil Procedure 26(a)(2)(B) to

provide that expert testimony “shall be limited to matters disclosed in detail in the
[expert] report.” In this case, the trial court concluded that this amendment mandates
the exclusion of expert testimony as a sanction when the underlying report fails to meet
the requirements of Rule 26. We conclude that the amendment created no such rule of
automatic exclusion. Instead, we hold that the harm and proportionality analysis under
Colorado Rule of Civil Procedure 37(c) remains the proper framework for determining
sanctions for discovery violations. Because the trial court here did not apply Rule 37(c),
we make our rule to show cause absolute and remand for further proceedings.

I. Facts and Procedural History
¶2

In March 2016, Catholic Health filed suit against architectural firm Earl Swensson

Associates (“ESA”) after ESA designed Catholic Health’s new hospital, Saint Anthony
North Health Campus (“Saint Anthony”). Catholic Health alleged that ESA breached
its contract and was professionally negligent by failing to design Saint Anthony such
that it could have a separately licensed and certified Ambulatory Surgery Center
(“ASC”).
¶3

In December 2016, Catholic Health filed its first expert disclosures, endorsing

Bruce LePage and two others. Catholic Health described LePage as an expert with
extensive experience in all aspects of preconstruction services such as cost modeling,
systems studies, constructability, cost studies, subcontractor solicitation, detailed
planning, client relations, and communications in hospital and other large construction
projects. Catholic Health endorsed LePage to testify about the cost of adding an ASC to
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Saint Anthony. LePage’s expert report estimated that it would cost $11 million to
“repair” the hospital. ESA then filed its own expert report, which opined that LePage’s
estimates were insufficiently detailed and, as such, unreasonable and unverifiable.
¶4

On March 6, 2017—the deadline to file pre-trial motions and thirty-five days

before the trial was to begin—ESA filed a motion to strike Catholic Health’s designation
of LePage as an expert, arguing that his report failed to meet the requirements of Rule
26(a)(2)(B)(I). Specifically, ESA argued that LePage’s report “fail[ed] to identify the
information, facts, or assumptions on which he based his opinions, or the documents or
other information that he considered.” At a hearing on the motion, ESA argued that the
lack of detail in LePage’s report prevented ESA from being able to effectively crossexamine him. ESA further argued that striking LePage as an expert was the proper
remedy because Rule 26(a)(2)(B)(I) limits expert testimony to opinions that comply with
the Rule, and LePage offered no opinions in compliance.
¶5

In response, Catholic Health argued that the basis for LePage’s opinion was his

experience, which did not need to be included in the expert report or supplemented by
a specific breakdown of cost estimates. Catholic Health also argued that, if LePage’s
report was insufficient, Rule 37(c) governed sanctions for these types of discovery
violations.

Specifically, Catholic Health contended that striking LePage, its only

damages expert, would essentially end the case, and that such a drastic sanction was
inappropriate under Rule 37(c)(1), as Catholic Health had not blatantly disregarded the
rules, engaged in subterfuge, or made an untimely disclosure.
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¶6

The trial court agreed with ESA and found that LePage’s report included “bare

numbers with little explanation” and lacked sufficient detail as to the basis for his
opinions, meaning it did not comply with the requirements of Rule 26(a)(2)(B)(I). When
determining the remedy, the trial court noted that it approached the issue with
“trepidation” because Rule 26 had been recently amended. The court explained that the
amendment to Rule 26 added a provision saying that expert testimony shall be limited
to what is disclosed in detail in the expert’s report. As such, the court decided to
exclude LePage’s expert report from evidence and to preclude LePage from testifying.
The trial court explained that it believed Rule 26(a)(2)(B)(I) to be controlling on the
question and that it did not consider Rule 37(c)(1) in its analysis.
¶7

Catholic Health then requested a continuance to amend and supplement

LePage’s expert report. After the trial court denied that request, Catholic Health filed a
petition under C.A.R. 21, and we issued a rule to show cause. We chose to exercise our
original jurisdiction under C.A.R. 21 because the improper exclusion of an expert
witness would significantly prejudice Catholic Health by preventing any evidence of
damages.

II. Standard of Review
¶8

We review a trial court’s imposition of sanctions for discovery violations for an

abuse of discretion. St. Jude’s Co. v. Roaring Fork Club, L.L.C., 2015 CO 51, ¶ 39, 351
P.3d 442, 454. A trial court abuses its discretion when its ruling is manifestly arbitrary,
unreasonable, or unfair, or based on a misapprehension of the law. See id.; Battle
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North, LLC v. Sensible Housing Co., 2015 COA 83, ¶ 17, 370 P.3d 238, 245. We interpret
rules of procedure de novo. Garrigan v. Bowen, 243 P.3d 231, 235 (Colo. 2010).

III. Applicable Law and Analysis
¶9

To explain the relationship between Rule 26(a)(2)(B)(I) and Rule 37(c)(1) after the

2015 amendments to each of those rules, we first examine their text and then look to
applicable jurisprudence and the comments that accompany the rules. Against this
backdrop, we conclude that Rule 37(c)(1) remains the controlling authority for
determining sanctions for Rule 26 discovery violations, and that the trial court erred by
not conducting the harm and proportionality analysis required by Rule 37(c)(1).
¶10

Rule 26(a)(2)(B)(I) defines the disclosure requirements for expert testimony. It

requires that experts provide, among other things, a written report including all
opinions that the expert intends to express at trial and all data or information upon
which the expert based his or her opinion. Before 2015, this subsection concluded: “In
addition, if a report is issued by the expert it shall be provided.” C.R.C.P. 26(a)(2)(B)(I)
(2014) (repealed 2015). In 2015, we amended the rule by deleting that phrase and
replacing it with the following: “The witness’s direct testimony shall be limited to
matters disclosed in detail in the report.”1 C.R.C.P. 26(a)(2)(B)(I). In other words, the
rule now requires an expert to prepare and disclose a report.
¶11

Rule 37(c)(1) works in conjunction with Rule 26 to authorize the trial court to

sanction a party for failing to comply with discovery requirements, including those
The other 2015 amendments to Rule 26(a)(2)(B)(I) slightly altered the Rule’s exact
requirements for an expert report; those changes are not relevant to the question we
address today.
1
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found in Rule 26(a). This rule was also amended in 2015. Before the 2015 amendments,
Rule 37(c)(1) provided that a party who failed to disclose information required by Rule
26(a) without substantial justification may not present that undisclosed evidence
“unless such failure is harmless.”

C.R.C.P. 37(c)(1) (2014) (repealed 2015).

It also

provided that “[i]n addition to or in lieu of this sanction, the court, on motion after
affording an opportunity to be heard, may impose other appropriate sanctions.” Id.
Now, Rule 37(c)(1) provides that if a party lacks substantial justification for failing to
disclose the information required by Rule 26(a), that party may not present the
undisclosed evidence at trial unless the non-disclosure “has not caused and will not
cause significant harm” to the opposing party, “or such preclusion is disproportionate”
to any harm caused. C.R.C.P. 37(c)(1). For clarity, the rule was amended as follows:
(c) Failure to Disclose; False or Misleading Disclosure; Refusal to Admit.
(1) A party that without substantial justification fails to disclose
information required by C.R.C.P. Rules 26(a) or 26(e) shall not, unless
such failure is harmless, be permitted to present any evidence not so
disclosed at trial or on a motion made pursuant to C.R.C.P. 56, unless such
failure has not caused and will not cause significant harm, or such
preclusion is disproportionate to that harm. In addition to or in lieu of
this sanction, the court, on motion after affording an opportunity to be
heard, may impose other appropriate sanctions, which, in addition to
requiring payment of reasonable expenses including attorney fees caused
by the failure, may include any of the actions authorized pursuant to
subsections (b)(2)(A), (b)(2)(B), and (b)(2)(C) of this Rule. The court, after
holding a hearing if requested, may impose any other sanction
proportionate to the harm, including any of the sanctions authorized in
subsections (b)(2)(A), (b)(2)(B) and (b)(2)(C) of this Rule, and the payment
of reasonable expenses including attorney fees caused by the failure.
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Id. Both before and after being amended, Rule 37(c)(1)’s framework is flexible, not
absolute, and the trial court has the discretion to fashion an appropriate sanction
proportionate to any harm caused. See id.
¶12

Prior to the 2015 amendments, we clarified that Rule 37(c)(1) authorizes

preclusion of undisclosed evidence under Rule 26(a) unless that sanction is not
appropriate. Trattler v. Citron, 182 P.3d 674, 680 (Colo. 2008). When preclusion is
inappropriate, the trial court should consider alternative sanctions. Id. In other words,
when a party failed to disclose evidence as required by Rule 26(a), Rule 37(c)(1) was not
an automatic rule of exclusion; rather, a trial court was required to examine the harm
caused by the non-disclosure and to weigh the proportionality of any sanction it
imposed. See id. at 680–82.
¶13

The 2015 amendment of Rule 26(a)(2)(B)(I) did not change this fundamental

relationship between Rule 26(a) and Rule 37(c). By its plain text, Rule 37(c)(1) remains
the enforcement mechanism for imposing sanctions for a “fail[ure] to disclose
information required by [Rule] 26(a).” C.R.C.P. 37(c)(1). While, as the trial court noted,
Rule 26(a)(2)(B)(I) does say that an expert’s direct testimony “shall be limited,” Rule
37(c)(1) still requires the trial court to assess the harm and determine the appropriate
proportional sanction.

Nothing in the text of amended Rule 26(a) altered this

established scheme to create a rule of automatic exclusion.
¶14

In fact, a comment to Rule 26 addresses the amendment and emphasizes that

“[r]easonableness and the overarching goal of a fair resolution of disputes are the
touchstones.” C.R.C.P. 26 cmt. 21. An automatic rule of exclusion is inconsistent with
7
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that stated goal. Further, a comment accompanying the 2015 amendment of Rule 37
states: “Rule 37(c) is amended to reduce the likelihood of preclusion of previously
undisclosed evidence . . . .” C.R.C.P. 37 cmt. 4. Again, interpreting the language in Rule
26(a)(2)(B)(I) to automatically exclude evidence because of non-disclosure would
conflict with the stated goal of the amendment to Rule 37.
¶15

Accordingly, we hold that the harm and proportionality analysis under Colorado

Rule of Civil Procedure 37(c)(1) remains the proper framework for determining
sanctions for discovery violations. See, e.g., Todd v. Bear Valley Vill. Apartments, 980
P.2d 973, 978 (Colo. 1999) (laying out factors for the court to consider in its Rule 37(c)(1)
analysis). As such, the trial court misapprehended the law and abused its discretion in
excluding LePage as an expert without conducting the Rule 37(c)(1) harm and
proportionality analysis.

IV. Conclusion
¶16

We conclude that Rule 37(c)(1)’s harm and proportionality analysis remains the

analytical framework for the imposition of sanctions for discovery violations and that
the trial court erred in not applying that analysis. We thus make our rule to show cause
absolute and remand the case for the trial court to apply Rule 37(c)(1).
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Civil Rules Committee

FROM:

Judge Jones

RE:

Suggested changes to C.R.C.P. 6(b) and 59(a)
At the last full committee meeting the committee narrowly

(and only preliminarily) approved recommending to the Colorado
Supreme Court that Rules 6(b) and 59(a) be changed to mimic their
federal counterparts, in so far as extensions for time to file motions
under Rules 59 and 60(b) are concerned.
The committee sent the matter back to the Rule 59
subcommittee to wordsmith the necessary changes to Rules 6(b)
and 59(a). Those changes would be as follows:
1. The last clause of Rule 6(b) currently says, “but it may not
extend the time for taking any action under Rules 59 and
60(b), except to the extent and under the conditions
therein stated.” Everything after “60(b)” would be deleted,
and the last clause would read “but it may not extend the
time for taking any action under Rules 59(a) and 60(b).”
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2. Rule 59(a) currently says, “Within 14 days of entry of
judgment as provided in C.R.C.P. 58 or such greater time
as the court may allow, a party may move for post-trial
relief including: . . . .” The time for filing such motions
would be extended to 28 days, but no extensions of time to
file such motions would be allowed. So Rule 59(a) would
begin, “Within 28 days of entry of judgment as provided in
C.R.C.P. 58, a party may move for post-trial relief
including: . . . .”
No change to Rule 60(b) is needed because that rule doesn’t
say anything about extensions of time.
As I understand where the matter stands, the full committee
must still hold a final vote on whether to recommend any changes
to Rules 6(b) and 59(a).
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MEMORANDUM
FROM:

Judge Jones

TO:

Civil Rules Committee

RE:

The current proposal to revise C.R.C.P. 6(b) and 59(a) as
informed by the historical evolution of Fed. R. Civ. P. 6(b)
and 59.
As I see it, there are three problems with C.R.C.P. 6(b), 59(a),

and 60(b) as they interrelate. First, though Rule 6(b) says that a
court “may not extend the time for taking any action under Rules
59 and 60(b), except to the extent and under the conditions therein
stated,” and Rule 59(a) allows for extensions, Rule 59(a) doesn’t say
when such a motion should be made or under what “conditions”
such a motion must be granted. Second, Rule 60(b) doesn’t say
anything at all about extensions of time, making the reference to
that rule in the above-quoted portion of Rule 6(b) confusing. And
third, allowing extensions for Rule 59(a) motions, and allowing such
extensions for an apparently unlimited amount of time, runs
counter to the strong public interest in finality of judgments, see
Davidson v. McClellan, 16 P.3d 233, 236-38 (Colo. 2001)
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(recognizing that interest), and creates opportunities for uncertainty
in determining whether a judgment is final.
To remedy these problems, I (and perhaps others on the Rule
59 subcommittee) favor adopting the federal approach to extensions
for post-trial motions — such extensions aren’t allowed, except to
file opposing counter-affidavits. I thought looking at the history of
the federal rules on the issue was helpful, so I’m passing it on for
whatever its worth.
As relevant to the issues before the committee, Fed. R. Civ. P.
6(b), as adopted in 1937, said the court “may not enlarge the period
for taking any action under Rule 59, except as stated in subdivision
(c) thereof . . . .” Fed. R. Civ. P. 59 (unlike C.R.C.P. 59 now) deals
only with motions for a new trial. Subdivision (c) of that rule
concerned the time for opposing parties to file counter-affidavits,
which the court could extend by twenty days.
In 1946, federal Rule 6(b) was amended to prohibit extensions
to file other types of motions — those under then federal Rules 25,
50(b), 52(b), 60(b), and 73(a) and (g) — “except to the extent and
under the conditions stated in them.” The purpose of the
amendment was “to clarify the finality of judgments,” and the
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revisions answered the question “how far should the desire to allow
correction of judgments be allowed to postpone their finality?”
Advisory Committee Note of 1946 to Subdivision (b) of Fed. R. Civ.
P. 6. The rules/motions added to the list of those for which an
extension was prohibited permitted “the vacation or modification of
judgment on various grounds.” Id. Rule 50(b), for example,
concerned motions for judgment notwithstanding the verdict, and
Rule 52(b) concerned motions to amend findings or vacate verdicts.
The committee said that the additions were “based on the view that
there should be a definite point where it can be said a judgment is
final; that the right method of dealing with the problem is to list in
Rule 6(b) the various other rules whose time limits may not be set
aside, and then, if the time limit in any of those other rules is too
short, to amend that other rule to give a longer time.” Id.
Thereafter, courts held that if a particular rule listed in the
last clause of Rule 6(b) didn’t contain a provision for extension of
time, the court couldn’t extend the time for filing motions under
those rules. See 4B Charles Alan Wright, Arthur R. Miller & Adam
J. Steinman, Federal Practice and Procedure § 1167 (2015). That is,
the generally-applicable provisions for extensions in Rule 6(b) didn’t
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apply, and the clause “except to the extent and under the
conditions stated in them” clearly limited the court’s authority to
grant extensions to situations where the listed rules (e.g., 50(b),
52(b), 59, 60(b)), expressly allowed for extensions.
Over the years, the last clause of Rule 6(b) was amended to
exclude references to Rules 25 (concerning substitution of parties)
and 73 (which concerned the time for filing an appeal and which
had been repealed), and to conform to the reformatting of rules
governing post-trial motions.
By 2007, the last clause had become its own subdivision,
6(b)(2), and read, “A court must not extend the time to act under
Rules 50(b) and (d), 52(b), 59(b), (d), and (e), and 60(b), except as
those rules allow.” (The advisory committee said that the 2007
changes, which included the change from “except to the extent and
under the conditions stated in them” to “except as those rules
allow,” were “intended to be stylistic only.” Advisory Committee
Note of 2007 to Fed. R. Civ. P. 6.)
In 2009, the last clause of the rule was amended to delete the
phrase “except as those rules allow.” So Rule 6(b)(2) now reads in
full, “A court must not extend the time to act under Rules 50(b) and
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(d), 52(b), 59(b), (d), and (e), and 60(b).” Though the committee
didn’t say why “except as those rules allow” was deleted, I surmise
it was because none of the listed rules allowed for any extensions,
which is the case with our C.R.C.P. 60(b).1
As discussed in a previous memo, in 2009, Fed. R. Civ. P. 59
was amended to increase the time for filing motions for a new trial
from 10 to 28 days. At the same time, Rules 50 and 52 were also
amended to allow 28 days to file post-trial motions under those
rules. But why were those rules amended to extend the time rather
than to subject them to the generally-applicable extension
provisions of Rule 6(b)? Here’s what the Committee said: “These
time periods are particularly sensitive because Appellate Rule 4
integrates the time to appeal with a timely motion under these
rules. Rather than introducing the prospect of uncertainty in
appeal time by amending Rule 6(b) to permit additional time, the
former 10-day periods are expanded to 28 days. Rule 6(b)

Fed. R. Civ. P. 50(b) and (d) concern motions for judgment as a
matter of law or for a new trial. Rule 52(b) concerns motions to
amend findings. Rules 59(b), (d), and (e) concern motions for a new
trial and motions to alter or amend the judgment. C.R.C.P. 59
covers all (or, perhaps, almost all) post-trial motions relating to the
validity, form, or substance of a judgment.
1
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continues to prohibit expansion of the 28-day period.” Advisory
Committee Note to 2009 Amendments to Fed. R. Civ. P. 59.
The upshot of all this is that the federal rules have long placed
a priority on finality of judgments and greater certainty as to when
judgments are final. So post-trial motions that may affect both the
existence of finality and the time of finality are subject to strict time
limits that can’t be extended. Notably, for eighty years, or in some
cases seventy years, post-trial motions have been subject to the
prohibition of federal Rule 6(b). In all that time, the relevant rules
have never been amended to allow courts to grant extensions of
time. The approach has instead been to lengthen the time to file
post-trial motions while retaining the prohibition against
extensions.
I don’t think Colorado courts are less concerned with finality
and certainty than are the federal courts. And if they are, I don’t
think they should be. The federal approach, in my view, gives
appropriate weight to those concerns while providing parties with a
fair opportunity to file post-trial motions.
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The Civil Rules Committee proposes the insertion of some additional language in
Comment [18] of C.R.C.P. 26 relating to requirements for expert disclosures for non-retained
experts. The Committee has received copies of motions and orders limiting opinion testimony
by treating physicians unless they have prepared full expert reports as required from retained
experts. Although those motions and orders presently predate the 2015 revisions to Rule 26,
they are being pressed upon some trial courts now as being good law. The argument seems to be
that if an opinion goes beyond what is in the medical records (or whatever records the nonretained expert keeps), it converts the expert to a retained expert. There also seems to be an
argument that if the doctor/expert forms an opinion they did not have to form as part of their job,
then offering that opinion converts them to a retained expert. In other words, if a doctor has an
opinion on causation formed during treatment, but did not have to form that opinion in order to
actually provide treatment, then offering the opinion makes the doctor a retained expert. This
same line of argument could apply to police officers, in-house accountants, auto repair
mechanics or any other type of non-retained experts.
This limitation and requirement is contrary to what the Committee thinks is the clear
meaning of existing Rule 26(a)(2)(B)(II) and Comments [18] and [21]. Such limitations and
requirements certainly violate the intent of the Committee when it was preparing the 2015
amendments to Rule 26(a)(2)(B)(II). The Committee believes that it could be several years
before an appellate case would raise this issue for a judicial determination. Because the
Committee believes these rulings are so clearly contrary to the intent of the Rule, it requests the
Court to amend Comment [18] to limit the mischief that could occur in the interim.
The Committee believes a modest change to Comment [18] should clarify any possible
confusion. The proposed change is taken virtually verbatim from the Colorado Lawyer article
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describing the 2015 Civil Rules changes written by Richard Holme, New Pretrial Rules for Civil
Cases – Part II: What is Changed, 44 The Colorado Lawyer, 111, 118 (July 2015).

Proposed revisions to Comment [18] to Rule 26.

[18] Expert disclosures.
Retained experts must sign written reports much as before except with more disclosure of
their fees. The option of submitting a "summary" of expert opinions is eliminated. Their
testimony is limited to what is disclosed in detail in their report. Rule 26(a)(2)(B)(I).

"Other" (non-retained) experts must make disclosures that are less detailed. Many times a lawyer
has no control over a non-retained expert, such as a treating physician or police officer, and thus
the option of a "statement" must be preserved with respect to this type of expert, which, if
necessary, may be prepared by the lawyers. For example, in addition to the opinions and
diagnoses reflected in a plaintiff’s medical records, a treating physician may have reached an
opinion as to the cause of those injuries gained while treating the patient. Those opinions may
not have been noted in the medical records but, if sufficiently disclosed in a written report or
statement as described in Comment [21], below, such opinions may be offered at trial without
the witness having first prepared a full, retained expert report. In either any event, the expert
testimony is to be limited to what is disclosed in detail in the disclosure. Rule 26(a)(2)(B)(II).
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Dick: I understand that your proposed change to the comment on Rule 26(a)(2)(B)(II) will be on the
agenda for the Civil Rules committee on 10/27/17. I will be out of town that day and may be able to
participate by phone, but I thought I would set forth my view on this issue in writing.
I think we started down this path because Damon Davis reported a couple of anecdotes about judges
not allowing treating physician experts under CRCP 26(a)(2)(B)(II) to testify about an opinion that was
not set forth in medical records. That language is not expressly in the rule, but it does provide that a
disclosure about the treating expert must include “a complete description of all opinions to be
expressed and the basis and reasons therefor.” So, if a party merely disclosed that the treater would
testify consistently with the treatment records, and if the treatment records said nothing about
causation, then I think the court acted properly in not allowing the opinion.
On the other hand, if the disclosure included the treater’s causation opinion and the basis and reasons
therefor, and if the opinion was truly formed based on treatment as opposed to specially hiring a
causation expert, then the opinion can be given at trial, even though it was not stated in the medical
records. That led to the suggestion that the comment be amended to address this alleged problem. You
drafted some language (see attached) that speaks to this point very well, including stating that the
treater had to reach the opinion during treatment and the opinion had to be properly disclosed under
Rule 26(a)(2)(B)(II).
Nevertheless, I am concerned that the proposed amendment, while technically correct, may have an
unintended consequence of giving lawyers a pathway to avoid the full disclosure obligation for the
specially-retained expert. That is, once the lawsuit is contemplated or underway, the party or his or her
attorney may ask that the treater,especially the family physician, see the party again and issue a further
opinion on a subject such as causation. I had that happen in a case last year when 4 “treating” expert
physicians were disclosed on the expert deadline with new causation opinions. We let it go and deposed
the experts, but it led to problems because they had not made the full disclosures of a retained expert
under Rule 26(a)(2)(B)(I), so we struggled in the depositions without information such as the medical
literature they relied on.
I have since researched this issue and found that a number of federal courts have held that the treating
physician is only exempt from the full disclosure required in FedRCivP 26(a)(2)(B) to the extent that his or
her opinions were formed during treatment. Goodman v. Staples, 644 F.3d 817, 826 (9 th Cir. 2011). That
court added that when the treating expert “morphs” (the court’s word) into a retained expert, the full report
is required as to the additional opinions. Another court stated that the full report is not required for
opinions formed “through actual treatment.” Fielden v. CSX Transportation, Inc., 482 F. 3d 866, 871 ((6th
Cir. 2007).
I must note that the federal rule has different language than our state rule, but FedRCivP 26(a)(2)(B) and
(C) divide the experts and the disclosure obligations in a very similar manner, so I think that the federal
cases are instructive. I also found that many of the federal cases are very fact specific as to when and
how the treater learned more information or received a request that led to another opinion.
As a result, I would rather not have the proposed language added to the comment, put the anecdotes
from Damon and me aside for now so we can see how much of a problem this becomes, and let the issue
develop through the state courts which may want to follow the federal cases and stop parties from
avoiding the full disclosure obligation in certain circumstances. Alternatively, I suggest adding to your
proposed language a timing requirement. For example, adding to the end of your first sentence, “as long
as the physician developed the opinion prior to a request from a party or its counsel made for purposes of
litigation.”
Please let me know if you have any questions about this.
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Discrepancy between C.R.C.P. 26(b)(2)(A) and JDF 622 regarding the Expert Deposition Limit
An associate in my firm recently pointed out that there is a discrepancy between Rule
26(b)(2)(A) and JDF 622 – the form case management order – regarding the expert deposition
limit.
Rule 26(b)(2)(A) provides: “A party may take one deposition of each adverse party and
of two other persons, exclusive of persons expected to give expert testimony disclosed pursuant
to subsection 26(a)(2).” In turn, Rule 26(a)(2) addresses both retained and non-retained experts.
Thus, under the rule, the exclusion of experts from the expert deposition limit applies to both
retained and non-retained experts. Hypothetically, if a party identified three retained experts and
five non-retained experts, the opposing party could depose all of them.
JDF 622 ¶11 provides in part: “Number of depositions per party (C.R.C.P. 26(b)(2)(A)
limit 1 of adverse party + 2 others + experts per C.R.C.P. 26(b)(4)(A))....” Assuming no changes
are made to the parenthetical language, this would be the limitation in the case management
order. However, Rule 26(b)(4)(A) only applies to retained experts. It refers to the depositions of
“an expert disclosed pursuant to subsection 26(a)(2)(B)(I)....” Rule 26(a)(2)(B)(I) is the
disclosure rule for retained experts. The form uses a rule to define the experts excluded from the
limitations, and since that rule only applies to retained experts, only retained experts are
excluded.
Thus, under the form CMO, only retained experts are excluded from the limitation on the
number of depositions. Using the above hypothetical, the opposing party could depose all three
retained experts, but only two of the five non-retained experts – and then could depose no other
witnesses.
It seems to me that the form CMO should match the presumptive limits in the rules.
While the trial court can certainly change the presumptive limits, this should be a conscious
choice, not the result of a discrepancy. I would propose changing the forms language to read:
“Number of depositions per party (C.R.C.P. 26(b)(2)(A) limit of 1 of adverse party + 2 others +
experts per 26(a)(2))....”
This change would make the form match the rule.
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